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Abstract

We discuss the challenges that the standard (Humean and non-Humean) accounts of
laws face within the framework of quantum gravity where space and time may not be fun-
damental. This paper identifies core (meta)physical features that cut across a number of
quantum gravity approaches and formalisms and that provide seeds for articulating updated
conceptions that could account for QG laws not involving any spatio-temporal notions. To
this aim, we will in particular highlight the constitutive roles of quantum entanglement,
quantum transition amplitudes and quantum causal histories. These features also stress the
fruitful overlap between quantum gravity and quantum information theory.

Keywords: spacetime, laws of nature, quantum gravity, quantum entanglement, transition
amplitude, quantum causal histories.

1. Introduction

What laws of nature are is at the same time a central issue in philosophy and a question that lies
at the heart of science. In a naturalistic perspective, the expectation is that the latter informs
the former, so that the philosophical understanding of laws can account for those ‘discovered’
by science. Indeed, the venerable philosophical (metaphysical) debate about the nature of laws
has been enriched in recent decades by considerations from science, and in particular from fun-
damental physics. As a crucial example, quantum entanglement (underlying Bell-type non-local
correlations) has been famously argued to be in tension with the Humean account of laws, and
more specifically with the thesis of Humean supervenience (see e.g. Maudlin, 2007, ch. 2). In the
light of this tension, proposals have emerged to refine the Humean conception, for instance by
incorporating fundamental quantum entanglement relations in the Humean supervenience basis
(see e.g. Darby, 2012), i.e. as constitutive and ‘gluing’ elements of the Humean mosaic (alongside
the spatio-temporal relations).

Now, quantum gravity (QG) research (Oriti, 2014; Padmanabhan, 2014; Seiberg, 2006) is
suggesting a radical revision of our understanding of the physical world, according to which
standard spatio-temporal features and spacetime itself may not be fundamental (for philosophical
discussions, see Crowther, 2021; Huggett and Wüthrich, forthcoming; Oriti, 2018), but only
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emergent in some (e.g. functionalist) sense (see Lam and Wüthrich, 2018; Margoni and Oriti,
2024). Such a radical revision––suggested to different degrees by most of the approaches and
formalisms to quantum gravity––would have a drastic impact on our philosophical accounts of
what laws of nature are, since the two main families of standard conceptions about laws––on the
one hand: Humean, ‘descriptive’ conceptions; on the other hand: non-Humean, ‘production’ or
‘governing’ conception––depend on spacetime in one way or another (Lam and Wüthrich, 2023).
Surprisingly, very little work has been done so far to amend the standard philosophical account
of laws in the light of this radical suggestion from the research in quantum gravity––beside Lam
and Wüthrich, 2023. We build on this latter work, which mainly diagnoses the problems with the
current accounts, and aim to identify fundamental QG features that are common to a number of
QG approaches and formalisms and that could help to articulate the standard accounts of laws
in a context where spacetime may be absent altogether.

For each of the main (family of) standard conception(s) about laws, Lam and Wüthrich,
2023 have identified major obstacles when trying to amend them in a way that would avoid their
reliance on spacetime. In the absence of the latter, a Humean account needs a categorical (non-
modal, non-nomic) relation that holds the mosaic of facts together. Lam and Wüthrich, 2023
hint at quantum entanglement (underlying Bell-type correlations) as a possible gluing relation
in QG (see also Jaksland, 2021), without grounding in detail this proposal in the actual QG
approaches and formalisms though. When it comes to the non-Humean conceptions––such as
primitivism or dispositionalism about laws––the crucial challenge is about articulating a notion
of non-temporal production (Lam and Wüthrich, 2023, §3.2); however, what this latter could
look like in QG is mainly left open.

This paper aims to remedy these gaps by identifying core (meta)physical features that cut
across a variety of QG approaches and formalisms (a relevant endeavour in itself) and that would
contribute to the articulation of revised conceptions of laws, which would also account for those
to be discovered at the QG level––something that is currently not the case.

Before moving on, a few comments are in order. First, we will not delve into the metaphysical
intricacies that are related to the detailed articulation of the various accounts of laws (including
their revised versions). The scope of this paper is restricted to the (limited, but crucial) task of
specifying the physical QG features that could constitute a basis for revised (or novel) accounts
of laws.

Second, there is no accepted theory of quantum gravity as of yet, nor experimentally cor-
roborated aspects of any of the current proposals, except of course for their starting points, i.e.
classical general relativity (GR) for the gravitational interaction (and spacetime) and quantum
field theory (QFT) for matter and non-gravitational interactions, which they have to reproduce
in the appropriate regime. There is instead a diversity of proposed approaches and formalisms
(see Bambi et al., 2023; Oriti, 2009), many exciting partial results and conceptual insights. We
will not do justice to such array of results or approaches, and limit ourselves to take onboard
some suggestions which are somehow shared across several quantum gravity formalisms and have,
we believe, foundational significance––in particular, beyond the interpretative issues related to
quantum theory. In this perspective, we will start with the radical revisions of the classical
notions of space and time that are suggested by most of the QG approaches and the challenges
they raise for the main standard conceptions of laws (sections 2 and 3). Then we will highlight
the constitutive role played by quantum entanglement in these approaches, thus providing the
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QG seeds (glue) of the Humean mosaic (section 4). Similarly, in section 5, we will argue that
non-temporal notions of dynamics and (proto-)causality in terms of transition amplitudes con-
stitute a central piece of many QG formalisms, and could provide non-Humean accounts of laws
with a physically meaningful notion of non-temporal production (or governance).

Third, faced with the possibility that spacetime is not fundamental but emergent and con-
cerned with the ensuing impact on the concept of laws of nature, one could take a straightforward
if radical move: if the notion of laws does indeed require spacetime and if the latter is emer-
gent, then so are laws. Thus there are simply no laws at the fundamental (QG) level: there
are no ‘laws of quantum gravity’. This is logically straightforward, and we have no in-principle
objections against this position. It then leaves us with the task of understanding physics––or
at least: quantum gravity––without calling for the notion of laws at all. This is an interesting
task, but one we leave for another time. Here, we rather ask what notion of law can survive the
disappearance of spacetime, and still apply in a quantum gravity context.

Finally, and in the same line of thought as the previous comment, there are two main avenues
for characterizing laws of nature: an ontic perspective, based on the idea that laws are ‘out
there’ in the natural world, and an epistemic perspective, in which laws are agents’ constructions
and thus exist only in an epistemic realm––skipping over a number of (important) subtleties.
We will mostly deal with the first kind of view, which include the standard Humean and non-
Humean conceptions mentioned above, because they are more radically affected by the spacetime
disappearance, but we will also comment on the second kind of view, which is affected too albeit
in a less direct manner (section 6).

2. Disappearance of spacetime in quantum gravity and the chal-
lenges to laws

Our common-sensical understanding of space and time, often naively imported in philosophical
considerations, is challenged in many ways already by classical general relativity. The theory
teaches us that there are no preferred spatial or temporal directions, that spacetime geometry is
generically non-flat and, most challenging for our common sense, dynamical and dependent on
matter configurations. Moreover, so is the causal structure, i.e. the set of (possible) cause-effect
relations among spacetime-localized systems. Furthermore, although general relativity, like the
rest of classical physics, is formulated in terms of smooth fields living on a differentiable manifold,
often naively understood as the set of spacetime events, the diffeomorphism invariance of the
theory challenges this naive identification, and deprive manifold points and directions of physical
significance, requiring us (in the most accepted strategy) to use fields themselves to define events
and spacetime localization in a physically meaningful manner. In this ‘relational’ strategy, some
physical degrees of freedom (e.g. matter fields) are used to define a physical reference frame
(clock and rods) in order to specify the localization and evolution of other physical degrees of
freedom.

When moving to the quantum domain, things get ‘worse’ for space and time––and in a sense,
also more interesting! At a bare minimum, maintaining as fundamental the same kind of en-
tities on which GR is based, i.e. metric (geometry) and matter fields, their acquiring quantum
properties already deeply shatters the general relativistic spatio-temporal picture based on rela-
tional localization and dynamical geometry. Geometric and spacetime-characterized observables
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will, in general, fail to commute, thus making localization, causality and geometry itself only
‘approximately determinable’––of course, what this exactly means will also depend on the way
the quantum interpretative issues are addressed (what is crucial to see here is that this ‘quantum
indeterminacy’, however its precise interpretation, concerns the metric field itself as well as the
fields used to define physical reference frames). There will be no quantum state of fields (and
geometry) that will encode precisely all spacetime properties (again, whatever the interpreta-
tion)––the latter may only acquire unique values in a classical approximation. Entanglement
and quantum contextuality render spacetime properties ever harder to identify: this follows from
the expectation that the GR fields themselves will become quantum systems. While details will
depend on specific quantum gravity frameworks (as well as on the exact interpretation of the
quantum formalism), this general picture is independent of whether one uses a canonical or path
integral quantization, or any other quantization method.

The original assumption that the fundamental theory is going to be based on quantum
fields and obtained from some quantization of general relativity is, however, likely to be too
restrictive. The more fundamental theory may be built on new quantum degrees of freedom, new
physical entities possibly described by new mathematical structures, with geometry and matter
as smooth fields arising as collective, effective, emergent quantities only in some approximation.
This is an hypothesis supported by a number of results coming from semiclassical physics as
well as modern quantum gravity formalisms (Oriti, 2014; Padmanabhan, 2014; Seiberg, 2006).
The precise kind of new structures replacing spatiotemporal fields varies in different quantum
gravity formalisms (Bambi et al., 2023; Oriti, 2009). What is shared is however the challenge
of reconstructing spacetime, in some approximation, from the collective dynamics of the new
quantum entities. This is a new challenge that is distinct, both technically and conceptually,
from the issue of semiclassical approximation (and the issues related to it in quantum foundations,
e.g. the quantum measurement problem).

The ‘disappearance of spacetime’ in the QG context––to different degrees depending on the
approach––raises straightforward difficulties for the main standard conceptions of laws, to the
extent that they reply on spacetime. We will now briefly recall these challenges for the main
Humean and non-Humean accounts (we refer to Lam and Wüthrich, 2023 for a detailed dis-
cussion). Within the broad Humean framework, the general ontological picture is that of a
fundamental spatio-temporal basis of non-modal facts, referred to as the ‘Humean mosaic’, over
which laws supervene (see Hall, 2015 for recent discussion). The Humean mosaic can be char-
acterized as a distribution of fundamental intrinsic properties (“perfectly natural properties” in
Lewis’ terms, see Lewis, 1986, p. x), absent of any necessary connections among such proper-
ties, solely connected by spatio-temporal relations holding them together (and thus providing
some non-modal ‘glue’). The most developed incarnation of a Humean account of laws is the
so-called ‘best system’ one (see e.g. Earman, 1984) (or its most recent version, the ‘better best
system’, Cohen and Callender, 2009), according to which, laws are theorems (logically deduced
consequences) in our best theoretical systems describing the natural world, where theoretical
systems are evaluated on the basis of descriptive power and simplicity and are grounded on the
Humean mosaic of spatio-temporal relations among categorical facts. In this Humean framework,
and as we mentioned in section 1, the disappearance of spacetime in QG raises the question of
what plays the role of the non-modal glue holding the Humean mosaic together. From a Humean
perspective, there seems to be no clear ontic basis for QG laws anymore. Within a best system
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characterization of laws, one could simply maintain that QG laws will still be the theorems in
our QG best system, i.e. the final, agreed-upon, theory of QG. However, the issue will then be
that neither the underlying Humean mosaic nor (most of) the theorems in such QG best system
would refer to spacetime. The fundamental question that arises in this context concerns the
ontological characterization of the non-spatio-temporal Humean mosaic.

Similarly, within the non-Humean framework, the primitivist and dispositionalist conceptions
of laws face major challenges in the QG context without spacetime. The general ontological pic-
ture underlying these conceptions relies on some irreducible, primitive modality which gives rise
to the spatiotemporal distribution of particular facts. According to primitivism, this irreducible
modality arises from fundamental physical laws taken as ontological primitives (Maudlin, 2007),
not grounded on anything else. Dispositionalism considers that laws are in fact grounded in the
fundamental and primitive dispositional (or causal) nature of properties (Bird, 2007), which also
gives rise to some irreducible modality. What is crucial to stress here is that according to both
primitivism and dispositionalism about laws, it is a proper subset of particular fundamental facts
endowed with some primtive modality that (ontologically) grounds or (nomically) produces the
entirety of the distribution of facts. In fact, these accounts of laws actually relies on a temporal
notion of nomic production (according to both primitivism and dispositionalism, laws operate
or govern against a temporal background, see Lam and Wüthrich, 2023, §3). In the non-(spatio-
)tempral setting of QG, the fundamental question for these non-Humean conceptions is then
how to generalize the notions of nomic production and governance such that they do not rely on
(space)time.

Before addressing these challenges, let us first specify the kind of new QG structures replacing
spatiotemporal fields in some important QG approaches.

3. Examples of quantum gravity structures

In canonical loop quantum gravity (LQG) (Giesel and Sahlmann, 2011), spin foam models (Perez,
2013), tensorial group field theories (in the more quantum geometric models, usually indicated as
group field theories, see Oriti, 2011) and in fact in lattice quantum gravity based on connection-
tetrad variables, quantum space and geometry are to be reconstructed from spin networks. These
are graphs labeled by algebraic data taken (for 4d models in Lorentzian signature) from the
representation theory of the Lorentz group SL(2,C) or its rotation SU(2) subgroup (depending
on the specific model).

For a given graph, spin network states, corresponding to all possible assignments of group
irreducible representations (irreps) to the links of the graph and intertwiners between irreps at
vertices, form a complete basis for the Hilbert space Hγ of the fundamental degrees of freedom
of quantum space. One has then to consider the Hilbert space including states associated to
all possible graphs. The precise construction is different in different formalisms. In canonical
LQG the graphs are understood as embedded in an auxiliary spatial manifold; this results in
the spin network states carrying additional topological and knotting information, being subject
to diffeomorphism transformations––so that only equivalence classes of spin networks under dif-
feomorphisms have physical meaning––and in additional equivalence relations being imposed on
states associated to different graphs (cylindrical equivalence), resulting from properties of the
continuum connection field one wishes to quantize. The result is a Hilbert space including in-
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Figure 1: An example of spin network, labelled by irreps of SU(2), i.e. spin labels (picture taken from
Wikipedia).

finitely refined graphs and incorporating much of what a ‘quantized gravitational connection’
would correspond to:

H = limγ

⋃
γ Hγ

≈
= L2(Ā) (1)

where we have schematically indicated the limit of infinitely refined graphs and the equivalence
relations among them, turning the union of Hilbert spaces for different graphs into a proper
Hilbert space, corresponding to (square integrable) functions of a generalised connection field.
Despite the additional requirements, one ends up with a theory of distributional connections fields
and geometries, thus requiring much additional work to recover the smooth fields of classical GR.

In other contexts, e.g. some spin foam model constructions, one drops the embedding in-
formation as well as the equivalence relations between spin networks on different graphs, and
considers more abstract spin network states, and a Hilbert space of the form H′

=
⊕

γ Hγ . This
also means that spatial topology is reconstructed from the combinatorial structure of the spin
network graphs. This is the case for spin networks and spin foam constructions considered from
a lattice quantum gravity perspective. Here spin network vertices (with associated link data)
are taken to correspond to quantized 3-simplices, with spin labels carrying spectral properties of
discrete geometric operators (triangle areas):

Figure 2: A spin network vertex, with specific choice of labels, dual to a 3-simplex (tetrahedron).

Spin network states can then at best reproduce piecewise-flat simplicial geometries in a semi-
classical approximation.

In spin foam models, and even more decisively in the tensorial group field theory formulation,
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one can take an even more abstract perspective on spin networks––more detached from any
continuum geometric interpretation––and take them as quantum many-body states made out of
their single-vertex building blocks, i.e. quantum tetrahedra (for 4d models), each with a Hilbert
space Hv. The corresponding Hilbert space can be taken to be a Fock space of such abstract
quanta

F(H⊑) = ⊕∞
V=0sym

{(
H(1)

v ⊗ · · · ⊗ H(V )
v

)}
≡ ⊕∞

V=0sym {HV } (2)

so that the Hilbert space of spin network states associated to a graph with V vertices is con-
tained in the Hilbert space of V space quanta HV . We will say more about how the gluing of
vertices/tetrahedra to form extended graphs/complexes is enforced in the following. At this QG
level, we have thus a picture of a (non-spatio-temporal) many-body system (sometimes referred
to as ‘quantum space’ in the QG literature), with generic quantum states being far away from
any charaterization (and mathematical encoding) in terms of continuum spatiotemporal fields.

When considering the quantum dynamics, the same combinatorial and algebraic ‘replacement’
of spatiotemporal fields is implemented in the mentioned quantum gravity formalisms.

The dynamical aspect to be imposed on quantum gravity states would have to be encoded
in a specific set of constraint equations, in the form of Schwinger-Dyson equations for quantum
correlation functions in a spin foam or tensorial group field theory context, or Hamiltonian
constraint in a canonical loop quantum gravity setting. Such constraint equations and the
observables onto which one would impose them would have no temporal dependence, in the form
of absolute temporal parameters labelling evolution processes. Moreover, other complications
(with respect to intuitive and classical notions of evolution) may arise; for example: quantum
initial value problems may not be well-posed, unitarity may not be an exact requirement on
quantum dynamics (for lack of absolute temporal evolution), topology may not be fixed but
instead dynamical itself.

Again, there are several differences among the different quantum gravity formalisms men-
tioned above, in the precise encoding and formulation of the quantum dynamics––in fact there
are several ways of formulating it even within the same approach. However, in all of them,
‘histories’ (in a generalized, non-temporal sense) of the fundamental quantum entities—the pos-
sible elementary ‘processes’ (again, in a non-temporal sense)—correspond to spin foams, i.e.
2-complexes labelled by the same algebraic data labelling spin networks, sometimes augmented
to provide cellular complexes with the same data.

A ‘transition amplitude’ between spin network states will then be given by a sum over spin
foams, generically involving both a sum over complexes (bounded by the spin network graphs)
and a sum over associated algebraic data (with fixed algebraic data on the boundary). This
can be seen as a combinatorial and algebraic counterpart of a gravitational path integral, and
indeed, for each given complex and appropriate spin foam amplitudes, it can be directly related
to a lattice gravity path integral on the (simplicial) complex dual to the spin foam:

⟨Φγ(j, i)|Ψγ′(j′, i′)⟩ =
∑
Γ|γ,γ′

w(Γ)
∑

{J,I}|j,j′,i,i′
AΓ (J, I) ≈

∫
Dg eiS(g) . (3)

In the tensorial group field theory context, this expression for the transition amplitudes of spin
network states is obtained in the perturbative expansion of the field theory for their constitutive
quanta of ‘space’.
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Figure 3: A spin foam representing a possible ‘history ’of (3-valent) spin networks (with specific choice
of labels) - courtesy of A. Perez.

Beyond the technical details of (and differences between) the quantum gravity formalisms
sharing the above structures, there is a widespread consensus that the latter are hard to inter-
pret in spatio-temporal terms––hence the claims about the ‘disappearance of spacetime’ at the
quantum gravity level. But then many questions arise about what that exactly means and im-
plies. How should be understood the (meta)physical, but non-spatio-temporal picture suggested
in these QG approaches? In such a non-spatio-temporal context, what grounds, what constitutes
the seeds for quantum gravity laws? More specifically, what holds the Humean mosaic together
if not spacetime relations? How do laws ‘govern’ or ‘produce’ physical states or facts in a non-
temporal setting? In the following section, we aim to identify and articulate central features of
the QG approaches discussed here that may contribute to address these fundamental questions.

4. Quantum gravity seeds of a Humean mosaic

In this section, we want to highlight the key constitutive role played by quantum entanglement
in the QG formalisms based on spin networks, spin foams and discrete quantum geometry, which
were introduced in the previous section. We will thus contribute to further strengthen the
suggestion that quantum entanglement is a fundamental feature at the QG level and a crucial
ingredient in trying to make sense of laws at this level. The fundamental role of quantum
entanglement in QG, and in the context of the emergence of spacetime, has been hinted at on
the basis on various different theoretical results, such as the Ryu-Takayanagi entropy formula
(Faulkner et al., 2022; Qi, 2018; Van Raamsdonk, 2018; see Jaksland, 2021 and Cinti and
Sanchioni, 2021 for philosophical discussions). We further argue that quantum entanglement lies
at the heart of the main quantum gravity formalisms considered here, in a way that naturally
suggests an entanglement-based non-spatio-temporal Humean basis for the quantum gravity laws
(that is, taking quantum entanglement as a fundamental ‘gluing relation’ among non-spatio-
temporal ‘facts’).

Let us first consider the fact that one can relate the topological and quantum geometric prop-
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erties encoded in spin network states to the entanglement of their constitutive algebraic degrees
of freedom (Bianchi and Livine, 2023; Colafranceschi and Oriti, 2021). Indeed, the combinat-
orics of the graph underlying spin network states can be obtained as an entanglement pattern
characterizing the quantum correlations of the degrees of freedom of the spin network vertices
(the quantum 3-simplices in the simplicial geometry picture) (Baytaş et al., 2018; Colafrances-
chi and Oriti, 2021). A spin network state associated to a (closed) graph γ is indeed obtained
from product states of (disconnected) spin network vertices—each formed by tensoring the basis
elements in the Hilbert space of a single spin network vertex or quantized simplex (or, more
generally, quantized polyhedron)—by the imposition of a ‘gluing projector’ enforcing maximal
entanglement across the quantum degrees of freedom (representation spaces) associated to pairs
of would-be shared faces (boundary triangles, in the 4d simplicial picture, in which one deals
with 3-simplices). This can be done via a projector:

P x⊗y
i : Hx

i

⊗
Hy

i → Inv(Hx
i

⊗
Hy

i ) , (4)

that takes the product state of two spin network vertices (tetrahedra) x and y onto the subspace
of states invariant under the diagonal action of SU(2) on the two representation spaces associated
to two semilinks (which are glued to form the link i of the graph), by simply tracing over the
corresponding SU(2) labels.

Figure 4: The gluing of two spin network vertices (equivalently, two quantum tetrahedra) obtained by
the imposition of maximal entanglement across the shared semi-link degrees of freedom (equivalently, the
quantum data associated to a triangle on their boundary).

The adjacency matrix of the graph one intends to build is used to define a ‘gluing operation’
(composed of all the necessary pairwise entanglement projectors) turning a product state of V
quanta of ‘space’ into a spin network state for a graph of V vertices (and the given adjacency
matrix):

|ψγ⟩ =
∏

Ai
xy=1

P x⊗y
i |ψ⟩ (5)

where the product is taken over all the non-zero entries of the adjacency matrix, thus every
link i connecting every pair xy of vertices.

The construction is valid in all the quantum gravity formalisms using spin networks as fun-
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damental quantum structures, and it is especially natural in the tensorial group field theory
formalism in which the fundamental entities are organized at first in a Fock space of spin net-
work vertices/quanta, taken as fundamental building blocks of space. To the extent that the
topology of space is to be reconstructed from the combinatorial structure of (the superposition
of) spin network states—this is definitely the case in spin foam models and tensorial group field
theories, and arguably so in canonical quantum gravity as well—then it seems natural to conclude
that the spatial topology is grounded on entanglement relations.

What about (quantum) geometry (Colafranceschi and Oriti, 2021)? First of all, we have
seen that the gluing of two quantum tetrahedra (or two semi-links incident to the spin network
vertices dual to them) across a shared triangle (to form a link connecting the two spin network
vertices) is achieved by imposing a maximal entanglement relation between the states associated
to the two quantum tetrahedra, specifically between their components associated to the shared
triangle. The simplest measure of such ‘link entanglement’ or ‘triangle entanglement’ is given
by––is scaling with––the number of entangled degrees of freedom, in turn given by the dimension
of the Hilbert space of entangled states, i.e. the Hilbert space of the triangle now shared across
the tetrahedra; this is D = 2j + 1, where j is the representation label (spin) associated to the
triangle (or to the dual link). In the corresponding (simplicial) quantum geometry, as read by
the resulting spin network state, this is either itself the area of the triangle (in a given choice of
quantization map/operator ordering) or scaling just like the area.

Along the same line, it is then natural to investigate whether other geometric quantities can
be similarly related to entanglement measures for spin network degrees of freedom. A simple one
is the volume of the quantum tetrahedra corresponding to spin network vertices. The quantum
states associated to these vertices can themselves be understood as the result of taking basis states
in the tensor product of the four Hilbert spaces associated to the four triangles bounding each
tetrahedron and imposing their maximal entanglement. In other words, the quantum states of a
tetrahedron are the maximally entangled states that can be found in this fourfold tensor product.
The maximal entanglement projection coincides with the projection onto gauge invariant states
under the action of SU(2), such that the states so obtained correspond to invariant tensors, i.e.
linear combinations of group intertwiners. Again, the simplest measure of entanglement for the
resulting states is given by the dimension of their Hilbert space, scaling with the intertwiner
label. The same quantum number labels also the spectrum of the volume operator for the
tetrahedron (with the precise form of the spectrum depending on the quantization map, and
other quantization choices), and the two quantities scale analogously.

The relations between entanglement in spin network states and quantum geometric quantities
extend beyond these simple examples, and the above considerations actually lay the ground for a
number of interesting results, also by using the correspondence between quantum gravity states
and generalised tensor networks (Chirco, 2019; Chirco et al., 2022; Colafranceschi et al., 2022;
Han and Hung, 2017; Singh et al., 2018). For us, they can be understood as a preliminary support
for the suggestion that quantum gravity may lead to a radically different reformulation of the
Humean supervenience basis for the laws of nature, a purely quantum and non-spatiotemporal
one, where non-spatiotemporal algebraic degrees of freedom are held together by quantum correl-
ations (entanglement), which in turn ground the emergence of spacetime topology and geometry.
Let us stress how this would go much beyond the suggestion to simply add quantum correlations
to the Humean mosaic of spacetime-localised facts, since also the latter would be reduced to the
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former.

5. Quantum gravity seeds for nomic production

One of the greatest difficulties at the heart of the QG endeavour is the specification of a gen-
eralized, not explicitly (spatio-)temporal notion of dynamics. As noted in Lam and Wüthrich,
2023, the latter––if specifiable at all––would also help grounding a non-(spatio-)temporal notion
of nomic production, which in turn would allow to articulate revised non-Humean conceptions of
laws (such as primitivism and dispositionalism) in a QG context without spacetime. In this sec-
tion, we aim to highlight fundamental features of QG dynamics that could constitute the seeds,
on the philosophical side, of non-(spatio-)temporal nomic production, and, on the physics side, of
the ‘proto-causal’ structures that could lead to the emergence of the continuum notions of time
and causality. We will see that these seeds also possess distinctive quantum information-theoretic
aspects.

More specifically, we focus on the quantum gravity transition amplitudes (3) for (linear
superpositions of) spin network states (as well as for more general observables), in the canonical
loop quantum gravity, spin foam models or group field theory formalisms. In particular, we need
to identify some notion of ‘ordering’ among their arguments, and/or among their constitutive
elements, which is crucial for any causal interpretation and any basis for nomic production. These
transition amplitudes must not be invariant under switch of their arguments, and instead such
switch should be corresponding to some discrete transformation, for example (taking onboard
the insights of causal propagators in quantum theory) a complex conjugation:

⟨Φγ(j, i)|Ψγ′(j′, i′)⟩ = ⟨Ψ′
γ(j

′, i)|Φγ(j, i)⟩ (6)

Quantum gravity ‘processes’ or ‘dynamics’––again, in a non-(spatio-)temporal sense––as en-
coded in spin foam models and lattice gravity path integrals are based on oriented 2-complexes
dual to oriented cellular complexes of topological dimension 4 (for 4d gravity models). As we have
seen, the 1-skeleton of the spin foam 2-complex, made of ‘interaction’ vertices and ‘propagation’
links, is thus a directed graph. For Lorentzian models (whose quantum geometric data admit an
interpretation in terms of Lorentzian discrete geometries), one could give a causal interpretation
to the oriented links, in terms of elementary causal relations between the ordered vertices/events
they connect (‘causal’ is here understood in the sense of some notion of ‘ordering’, playing the
role of some ‘proto-causality’, seed from which causal relations as we know them would emerge in
some appropriate continuum and classical approximation) (Livine and Oriti, 2003; Markopoulou
and Smolin, 1997). The assignment of quantum data to this directed graph amounts to the
association of a Hilbert space Hv on each link (the Hilbert space of a spin network vertex or
tetrahedron), so that one can then consider tensor products for unordered (not causally related)
links, and of elementary ‘evolution’ operators V̂a to the vertices, mapping the (tensor product
of) Hilbert spaces of the incoming links to the (tensor product of) Hilbert spaces of the outgoing
links. One can also include ‘gluing’ operators K̂e on the links, mapping each link Hilbert space
to itself (upon some appropriate dualization; this can also be obtained by associating to each
oriented link two copies of the link Hilbert space, one ‘on the side of each vertex connected by the
link’). Different choices for such operators and their kernels Va and Ke correspond to different
quantum gravity models one can considers within the same formalism (covariant counterpart
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of canonical loop quantum gravity, spin foam models, tensorial group field theories or lattice
quantum gravity).

Figure 5: A directed graph (dual to a simplicial 4-complex) with an assignment of quantum Hilbert
spaces and elementary evolution operators, thus, potentially, a quantum causal history.

This assignment of operators allows to construct quantum ‘transition’ amplitudes associated
to the directed graph (and the 2-complex and the dual cellular complex) obtained by contracting
the corresponding operator kernels across the shared Hilbert spaces (tracing over a complete
basis of states):

AΓ = Tr{H}

(∏
e

Ke∈Γ
∏
a∈Γ

Va

)
. (7)

The resulting amplitude gives the spin foam amplitude associated to the directed graph, or
the spin foam 2-complex, or the lattice path integral on the dual cellular complex (depending
on the variables used to express it, i.e. the basis in which the contractions are computed);
these are the amplitudes we had encountered in section 3. The amplitudes for a single directed
graph/complex could (should?) be then summed over to give the total transition amplitude (3)
between boundary (‘initial-final’) data.

Now, depending on the specific properties of the directed graph, interpreted causally, and
of the operator assignment, each process described by it can be seen as defined by a quantum
causal history (Hawkins et al., 2003; Markopoulou, 2000), and in turn quantum causal histories
can be represented as quantum computational networks (Livine and Terno, 2007).

Such quantum causal histories encoding transition amplitudes could be interpreted in terms of
some form of nomic production that is not (spatio-)temporal in any explicit sense. The quantum
causal histories and the transitions amplitudes would then be understood in primitivist terms
(i.e. as primitive laws) or in dispositionalist terms, encoded in the combinatorial/algebraic data
of the fundamental ‘kinematical’ structures (e.g. as represented by the relevant directed graphs).
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Within this non-Humean framework, these latter structures (degrees of freedom) would then con-
stitute the ontological ground that gives rise (necessarily!), through the action of primitive laws
or fundamental dispositions encoded in the transition amplitudes, to the totality of the quantum
gravity facts (degrees of freedom)––the whole being possibly represented as (a superposition of)
quantum causal histories. However, this general picture is connected to a number of interrelated
conceptual and technical issues and difficulties that we believe are important to highlight here
(without entering into too many details though).

First, for a ‘process’ to be a quantum causal history, in the usual sense of quantum inform-
ation, one needs it to correspond to a unitary evolution. This in turn requires each elementary
interaction vertex operator to be unitary1 as well as a number of conditions on the evolution
operator (built from the elementary ones) associated to the transition between any two acausal
subsets. In fact, beyond conditions on the operators, one also needs a combinatorial condition on
the directed graph: it cannot just be a directed graph, but it has to be an acyclic directed graph,
i.e. a partially ordered set. In the causal interpretation of the ordering (orientation of the links),
it has to be a causal set: there should not be closed causal loops of events (see also below). To
the extent in which these conditions are satisfied, one also has a quantum computational network
(Livine and Terno, 2007). For other constructions in the same quantum information spirit, and
also motivated by (as well as with many implications for) quantum gravity, see (Arrighi and
Martiel, 2017) and all the work on indefinite causal structures (Oreshkov et al., 2012).

Second, the quantum gravity dynamics will most likely involve a superposition of the above
‘proto-causal’ processes. One can then ask the conditions defining quantum causal histories to
apply to the ‘final’ amplitudes obtained by such superposition, and analyse what needs to be the
relation between the properties of the ‘evolution’ operators of the individual processes and those
of the complete ones (Livine and Oriti, 2003). One upshot of the analysis is that a superposition
of quantum causal histories is not a quantum causal history. Notice that an analogous tricky
relation between unitarity at the microscopic level of possible individual quantum processes and
unitarity of any effective macroscopic evolution arise when the latter is obtained through some
coarse graining procedure. The choice is then at which level one should expect (or impose)
unitary and causal evolution, in the sense of standard quantum mechanics. Quantum gravity
may well not be unitary in the general and most fundamental regime, but this is a very concrete
example of the tension between the expected quantum gravity setting and the requirements from
standard quantum theory and quantum information.

Third, the directed graphs corresponding to quantum gravity processes, in the frameworks
singled out above, and dual to oriented cellular complexes will not be restricted, in general,
to correspond to globally hyperbolic geometries (nor, in fact, discrete manifolds, containing in
general various kinds of topological singularities, unless selected by hand to be regular). Non-
trivial topologies, in classical continuum general relativity, imply either degenerate geometries
(in the best case, at isolated points) or closed timelike curves. One could then worry about these
possible obstructions to standard unitary information processing, even for given directed graph.
Indeed, causal loops are easily found in the directed graphs used in quantum gravity formalisms
(degenerate geometric configurations too, in fact), so they are not, in general, causal sets. Faced
with this situation, one can consider three possible strategies: a) define quantum amplitudes

1There are generalizations involving completely positive maps (Hawkins et al., 2003) instead, and reasons to
prefer them, but this does not affect the general points we want to make.
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(thus models with quantum dynamics) that suppress (if not exclude entirely) closed causal loops;
b) make sure that such closed causal loops are harmless, in the sense of quantum information
processing; the conditions required for a causal loop to be harmless have been discussed, for
example, in Livine and Terno, 2007; c) make sure that, even if present in individual quantum
processes, their quantum superposition (or coarse graining) gives a non-pathological evolution for
observables, at least in an effective macroscopic regime (so that causal pathologies are confined to
unobservables phenomena). It must be clear that the non-(spatio-)temporal nomic production
interpretation of these transition amplitudes is only available within strategy a) suppressing
closed causal loops. Indeed, as Maudlin, 2007, ch. 6 makes very clear in the context of primitivism
about laws, the very notion of (nomic) production is in tension (incompatible) with closed causal
loops, since it would undermine the sort of productive explanation that is at the heart of this
non-Humean account (the same holds true for dispositionalism).

Fourth, there is another way in which quantum gravity amplitudes encoding its fundamental
dynamics can fail to describe a standard causal evolution; this is related to the issue of unitarity
above, but not identical. They may be ‘causally indifferent’ by always summing symmetrically
over opposite spacetime orientations, that is, in our interpretation, opposite causal directions.
The fact that covariant quantum gravity amplitudes can be symmetric under spacetime orient-
ation reversal is no mystery and it has been elucidated already in the classical works on the
gravitational path integral (Halliwell and Hartle, 1991). It is what one should expect (in fact, re-
quire) when these amplitudes define the canonical inner product between quantum gravity states,
solving the canonical counterpart of (quantum) diffeomorphism invariance constraints (in fact,
a slightly larger symmetry than diffeomorphism invariance in the Lagrangian formalism). Amp-
litudes invariant under Lagrangian diffeomorphisms but registering the spacetime orientation,
and transforming into their complex conjugate under reversal, as in (6), can also be construc-
ted in both covariant and canonical language, and would correspond to the quantum gravity
analogue of the time-ordered 2-point functions for particles and fields (the ordering would not
depend on any specific time coordinate in the quantum gravity case, of course). How the orienta-
tion of the underlying complex is registered in the spin foam amplitudes and lattice gravity path
integral has been discussed in Livine and Oriti, 2003. All the most developed spin foam (and
tensorial group field theory) models are, it turns out, orientation-symmetric; as such, they may
indeed correspond to a definition of the canonical inner product (modulo the issue of non-trivial
topologies) and do not correspond to quantum causal histories, neither at the level of individual
processes not at the level of the complete amplitudes. It must be clear that these symmetry
features for amplitudes would constitute a difficulty for any interpretation in terms of (nomic)
production, since the latter seems to irreducibly involve some asymmetry. As a consequence, the
non-Humean nomic production conceptions seem to fundamentally require some sort of orienta-
tion (direction), from the entities (e.g. degrees of freedom) ‘producing’ to those ‘being produced’.
The extent to which this is the case in the QG contexts considered here remains very much an
open issue: indeed, models possessing orientation-dependent, thus possibly properly causal amp-
litudes can be constructed, however, as straightforward modifications of orientation-symmetric
spin foam (and tensorial group field theory) models, albeit in a rather ad hoc manner (Bianchi
and Martin-Dussaud, 2021; Engle and Zipfel, 2016; Livine and Oriti, 2003).
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6. An alternative perspective: an epistemic view on the world
and its laws

So far we have adopted what could be called an ontology-first perspective. The questions we
addressed have been what quantum gravity structures are suggested as fundamental in modern
QG formalisms and how they can ground laws of nature. The latter are themselves interpreted
from such an ontology-first (realist) perspective, as being somehow ‘out there’ in the world,
and then eventually, discovered by epistemic agents. They may be ontological primitives or
supervenient, but they are indeed out there and perspective-independent, objective.

In many ways, this is the traditional and most worked-out approach to laws of nature. It is
also the immediate, default perspective of most quantum gravity scientists, and in fact, of most
scientists in any discipline: according to this intuitive view, scientists are after the objective
description of what is out there and of the laws governing it, from a detached, third-person point
of view.

But it is important to note here that this is not the only possible or reasonable approach
to the issues we focused on in this contribution. In many ways, the perspective- or context-
independent view of reality is challenged in the quantum gravity formalisms we have considered
and, more generally, in (certain approaches to) quantum theory itself; these challenges may affect
not only the philosophical issue of the nature of laws, but also the very developments of physical
theorizing in the QG context.

First, central in much quantum gravity literature, including the formalisms we focused on,
is a relational perspective on classical and quantum spacetime and gravity. According to this
perspective, the observables in terms of which the physics of spacetime, geometry, gravity and
matter is encoded are not associated to the manifold on which dynamical fields are initially
defined, but only to manifold-independent relational among their possible values. In particular,
any localization in space or time, and thus any meaningful notion of temporal evolution, has to
be defined with respect to some physical reference frame constructed via physical and dynamical
fields chosen as clock and rods. If fields are taken as fundamental entities, and diffeomorphism
invariance is to be maintained, then this relational construction is to also implemented in the full
quantum theory. If fields, spacetime and geometry are emergent notions, then this relational un-
derstanding is to be recovered in some appropriate approximate regime of the non-spatiotemporal
theory. The point remains that one can only have, in general (i.e. beyond special solutions or
asymptotic boundary conditions, etc.), only a relational, context-dependent (in the sense of de-
pendent on chosen physical frame) definition of space and time, and no guarantee of invariance
of physical predictions under change of physical reference frames (recall that we are not talking
of coordinate or idealized reference frames here, to which relativistic general covariance refers).

Second, in the classical context, one can argue that this context-dependence remains ‘ob-
jectified’, i.e. that one has an objective description of what relational properties defining space
and time are, that spacetime properties, although only defined with respect to some physical
reference frame, are objectively so defined. The ontology of the world may be relational in this
sense, but not less solid and independent of epistemic agents writing down the mathematical
description of such relational ontology and the laws governing it (in other words, an appropriate
relational/structural version of scientific realism fully applies to spacetime, such as ontic struc-
tural realism about spacetime, see Esfeld and Lam, 2008). At most, if epistemic agents have any
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role at all, they can be themselves fully accounted for in their embodiment as physical reference
frames.

This epistemically somewhat insensitive perspective can be challenged at the quantum level.
In quantum theory, it is much less clear that properties of physical systems, relational or not,
are observer independent, defined independently of the epistemic agents using the quantum
mechanical models in which they are formulated. We refer here to the broad class of epistemic
interpretations of quantum mechanics, and of quantum states in particular, i.e. all the interpret-
ations in which quantum states are not ontic but a summary of the knowledge, past interaction
history, or beliefs of the epistemic agent using the quantum formalism to model the systems
they refer to, depending on the specific brand of epistemic interpretation. To the extent in
which quantum gravity is framed within the standard quantum formalism, as it is the case in
the quantum gravity approaches we focused on, this epsitemic perspective could then be applied
to the non-spatiotemporal structures we discussed. They would then be relational in a stronger
sense than in classical GR, and the sense in which they are physically real would be even more
strongly perspectival.

Third, one can take an epistemic perspective on laws of nature too. That is, one can deny
that laws of nature are ‘out there’ and maintain instead that they are entirely in the epistemic
agents’ minds, and correspond to specific elements in our models of the world. This view can be
argued for on purely philosophical grounds (as a form of anti-realism about laws for instance),
but it clearly resonates with the points recalled above concerning GR and quantum theory. From
this viewpoint, it is objected to the standard Humean and non-Humean realist conceptions of
laws we have considered in this contribution that they all ‘illegitimately’ reify what are actually
epistemic constructions in the first place (and what should be considered as such)––and such
reification then leads to tension with developments in physics that do not conform such reified
pictures, as in the context of QG where spatio-temporal notions may not be available. On the
contrary, in a more epistemic perspective, the QG developments pointing towards the disap-
pearance of spacetime at some fundamental level are less ‘problematic’ in a sense and can be
naturally accounted for in purely epistemic terms. Quantum gravity will remain peculiar, with
respect to more standard physical theories, but its ‘laws’ will not be of a radically different kind.
One would maintain that a quantum gravity theory is the result of the construction work of
epistemic agents, and like any other such theoretical construction it is a successful explanatory
scheme for our interactions with the world. One peculiarity would be that it will remain for
the most part not directly related to experiences (but fundamental physics models rarely are),
and thus most of its statements will be grasped by analogy and through their role within the
theoretical scheme, more so than what happens already for other theories of modern physics.
From this point of view, one would have to seriously face the usual philosophical challenges
of elucidating the precise role, impact and limitations of epistemological tools like analogy, ab-
stractions, idealization, counterfactual reasoning, and so on. The QG context will be even more
mathematically abstract and conceptually tricky than usual, and the ground for counterfactuals
as well as hypothetical statements will have to be found only in their explanatory power and
their (probably very indirect) empirical support, i.e. in epistemological rather than ontological
considerations.

Finally, a comment on the role of information-theoretic tools and concepts, which have started
to play a prominent role in quantum gravity. In the latter context, we have no spacetime notions
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to rely on at a more fundamental level, and thus we have to theorize and model without spacetime.
But without spacetime and geometry, we are left with data expressed in combinatorial and
algebraic terms, as well as with information processing rules for such data. Quantum computing
then provides abstract models of quantum information processing––and to a certain extent of our
own reasoning (at least when it comes to classical computing). The use of quantum information
processing tools then follows rather naturally from this––again, purely epistemic––perspective.

7. Conclusions

Traditional accounts of laws of nature face serious challenges in a context in which spacetime is
not fundamental, as suggested by modern developments towards a theory of quantum gravity
and quantum spacetime. In this paper, we have looked at some of these challenges with a
specific focus on quantum gravity formalisms sharing similar structures both at the level of
quantum states and of dynamical processes, both of a purely combinatorial and algebraic kind.
We have identified possible seeds for what could represent, at a philosophical level, a novel
non-spatiotemporal ground for both Humeanist (QG non-spatio-temporal ‘glue’) and primitivist
/ dispositional perspectives (QG non-temporal nomic production) on laws. These seeds are
also key elements for the eventual reconstruction of spacetime, geometry and causality in some
approximation. Remarkably, these seeds are of a distinctively quantum information-theoretic
nature, being based on the role played by entanglement in quantum gravity states and on the
possible reformulation of quantum gravity processes as quantum causal histories (or quantum
circuits). This confirms the fertile overlap between quantum gravity and quantum information
theory. We have also discussed, albeit briefly, how the same issues appear from an epistemic
perspective on laws of nature, which represents another interesting direction for further research.
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